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FOURTEEN THINGS WE STRONGLY BELIEVE ABOUT PERFORMANCE,  
AND SOME OF THE QUESTIONS THEY INSPIRE …
by Julia Kirby & Wolfgang Lassl

a.  When people label an organization, team, or individual “high-performing,”   
 what are they talking about? What outcomes get celebrated at each of   
 these levels? What outcomes should be celebrated more than they are?

b.  What’s the game enterprises are trying to win, and how is it scored?  
 Can anyone play their own game in today’s interconnected economy?   
 Should everyone be playing their own game?

c.  Have organizations shifted so far to input and process measures that   
 they’re neglecting to deliver the outcomes they should?

d.�� .S�YMJ�STSUWTܪY�XJHYTW��MT\�MF[J�ITSTWXѣ�NSHWJFXNSL�HFQQX�KTW�ѦJ[NIJSHJ�� �
 of impact” transformed  how institutions are managed? What needs to   
 be done better? 

Performance  
is about  
Outcomes

2 a.�� <MFY�ITJX�NY�YFPJ�YT�IJܪSJ�F�RNXXNTS�YMFY�UJTUQJ�HFS�YFPJ�UWNIJ�NS�FSI��
 act on with initiative? 

b.�� &WJ�TWLFSN_FYNTSX�YTIF^�IJܪSNSL�YMJNW�UZWUTXJ�YTT�SFWWT\Q^�ў�TW� 
 too broadly? How much does performance depend on focus? 
 [Drucker wrote: “One has control by controlling a few developments  
� \MNHM�HFS�MF[J�XNLSNܪHFSY�NRUFHY�TS�UJWKTWRFSHJ�FSI�WJXZQYX�� 
� 4SJ�QTXJX�HTSYWTQ�G^�YW^NSL�YT�HTSYWTQ�YMJ�NSܪSNY^�TK�J[JSYX�\MNHM�FWJ� 
� RFWLNSFQ�YT�UJWKTWRFSHJ�FSI�WJXZQYX�ѧ�2FSFLJRJSY�������

Performance 
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Purpose
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a.�� 9MNX�\FX�)WZHPJWѣX�UMWFXJ��7JQFYN[J�YT�JSYJWUWNXJX�TK�YMJ�UFXY��IT��
 enterprises today need even more “spirit of performance” in their  
 people to succeed? Are they more likely to see it? 

b.  What makes it harder to cultivate the spirit of performance in the 21st  
 century workforce? What makes it easier? Whose examples can we  
 learn from?

c.  What does the growth of the gig economy mean for the spirit of  
 performance, and for enterprise performance overall?

a.  We know that performance metrics and pay-for-performance schemes  
 can create perverse incentives — is the problem getting worse? Or are  
 performance management systems improving?

b.  What short-term moves that get celebrated do most damage to  
 performance in the long term? 

c.  How do some decision-makers resist the temptation to boost short- 
 term performance at the expense of long-term health?

Performance  
Depends on  
the “Spirit of  
Performance”

Performance  
Improvement  
Efforts Should 
Be for the  
Long-Term
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a.�� 9MJ�\MTQJ�UTNSY�TK�RFSFLJRJSY�NX�IJQN[JW�UJWKTWRFSHJ��&WJ�\J�YWFNSNSL��
 managers to deliver it?

b.  What vital aspects of performance do enterprises tend to be least  
 disciplined about managing?

a. What can we learn from cases where leadership changes affected  
 performance for the better — or the worse?

b. What does it mean to be a high-performing leader? Do different styles  
 or types perform better in certain situations? 

c. How much does cultivating the spirit of performance in a group come  
 down to how leaders model and motivate attitudes and behaviors?

Performance  
Demands  
Discipline

Performance 
Varies  
Dramatically 
with Leadership

7 a. How does personal high-performance link to enterprise-level high  
 performance?

b. Has meritocracy become a dirty word, and if so, why? 

c. What are the relationships of stress, competitive anxiety, burnout, and  
 other negative emotions to performance? Does sports performance  
 research yield relevant insights? 

Performance  
Isn’t the Enemy 
of Well-Being
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a. What is the role of private sector and nongovernmental institutions in  
 a thriving society? What do they protect us from? What do they have to  
 do well? What important functions are uniquely theirs to perform?  

b. Are our biggest and most powerful institutions serving us well in that  
 regard? Have they improved their performance over recent decades?

c. Have any institutions deteriorated, or even become toxic to the  
 societies they are supposed to serve?

a.  Do societies with more entrepreneurial dynamism really perform better?   
 Where is it greatest? Where is most lacking?

b.  How much does an established, large-scale enterprise need entrepre- 
 neurial spirit to survive?

c.  What conditions, incentives, talents yield more entrepreneurial behavior?

Performance  
at the Level of 
Society Depends 
on Performance 
of Enduring  
Institutions

Performance 
Soars When the 
Entrepreneurial 
Spirit is Sparked
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a.�� 9MNX�\TWQI\NIJ�HWNXNX�HWJFYJI�F�SFYZWFQ�J]UJWNRJSY��<MTXJ�UTQNYNHFQ� 
 socioeconomic system performed best and why? 

b.  Many companies reported surprisingly good bottom-line performance  
� NS�YMJ�IJUYMX�TK�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��<FX�NY�FQQ�IZJ�YT�ZSXZXYFNSFGQJ�XFQJX� 
 or savings — or will the gains remain?

c.�� &X�XZUUQ^�HMFNSXܫ�TZSIJWJI��FSI�NS�XTRJ�HFXJX�UWT[JI�WJXNQNJSY��\MFY��
 was learned or changed to achieve higher performance in the future?

a.  What does the latest research on high-performing teams reveal about  
 the secrets to their success?

b.  How much diversity serves a team best, and along what dimensions?  
 Does this vary with the mission of the team?

The Jury Is Still 
Out on Pandemic 
Performance

High-Performing 
Teams Have  
Attributes  
Others Can Copy

12 a. Is energy management more important than time management?

b. How can you get more out of formal training? How can you learn most  
 from experience?

Taking Individual 
Performance to 
the Next Level 
Is a Constant, 
Mindful Process
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a.  Is competition ever destructive to performance?

b.  Is competition the greatest motivator? Or only in some realms?  
� 4W�SJ[JW�FY�FQQ$�

c.�� -T\�XMTZQI�FS�JSYJWUWNXJ�IJܪSJ�NYX�HTRUJYNYN[J�XJY$

a.  What is needed that employees take ownership of their work?

b.  How do we promote a culture of responsibility and accountability in  
 organizations?

c.  How do we reward those who went the “extra mile” and how do we  
 make them visible?

d.  How do we promote a leadership culture based on being a role model  
 instead of on power and hierarchy?

Performance 
Rises with  
Worthy  
Competition

Performance 
starts with a 
XYWTSLsense of 
responsibility


